Frequency of definitions

Agreement Measure
- Not available
- Substantial
- Fair to Moderate
- Poor

Presence of an identifiable modifiable cause: Not available (45%) Substantial (40%) Fair to Moderate (5%)
Reasonable adaptation to a process will prevent future recurrence: Not available (35%) Substantial (25%) Fair to Moderate (15%)
Adherence to guidelines: Not available (25%) Substantial (20%) Fair to Moderate (15%)
Morbidity adjusted risk estimate: Not available (15%) Substantial (10%) Fair to Moderate (5%)
All harm is preventable: Not available (10%) Substantial (5%) Fair to Moderate (0%)
Comparison with another cohort: Not available (5%) Substantial (0%) Fair to Moderate (0%)
Historical comparison: Not available (0%) Substantial (0%) Fair to Moderate (0%)